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Disturbing the Peace 1975 from one of the most important writers of the
twentieth century the acclaimed author of revolutionary road comes the story of a
mother who struggles with her own demons while her son goes to fight in europe
hoping to become his own man like breakfast at tiffany s spliced with all quiet on
the western front impossible to paraphrase wonderful to read zadie smith
bestselling author of white teeth robert prentice has spent all his life attempting to
escape his mother s stifling presence his mother alice for her part is attempting to
realize her dreams of prosperity and success as a sculptor as robert goes off to
fight in europe richard yates portrays a soldier in the depths of war striving to live
up to his heroic ideals with haunting clarity yates crafts an unforgettable portrait
of two people who cannot help but hope for more even as life challenges them both
A Special Providence 2011-04-27 a literary event of the highest order the
collected stories of richard yates brings together yates s peerless short fiction in a
single volume for the first time richard yates was acclaimed as one of the most
powerful compassionate and technically accomplished writers of america s
postwar generation and his work has inspired such diverse talents as richard ford
ann beattie andré dubus robert stone and kurt vonnegut jr this collection as
powerful as yate s beloved revolutionary road contains the stories of his classic
works eleven kinds of loneliness a book the new york times book review hailed as
the new york equivalent of dubliners and liars in love it also features nine new
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stories seven of which have never been published whether addressing the
smothered desire of suburban housewives the white collar despair of manhattan
office workers the grim humor that attends life on a tuberculosis ward or the
moments of terrified peace experienced by american soldiers in world war ii yates
examines every frayed corner of the american dream his stories as empathetic as
they are unforgiving are like no others in our nation s literature published with a
moving introduction by the novelist richard russo this collection will stand as its
author s final masterpiece
The Collected Stories of Richard Yates 2014-07-29 now available in ebook for
the first time richard yates s groundbreaking collection of short fiction the stories
in liars in love are concerned with troubled relations and the elusive nature of
truth whether it be in the depiction of the complications of divorced families grown
up daughters estranged sisters office friendships or fleeting love affairs the pieces
in this collection showcase richard yates s extraordinary gift for observation and
his understanding of human frailty in this collection you ll discover some of the
most influential and sharply observed short fiction of the 20th century and find out
why richard yates was a true american master
Liars in Love 2014-07-29 the acclaimed author of revolutionary road one of the
most important writers of the twentieth century movingly portrays a man and a
woman from their courtship and marriage in the 1950s to their divorce in the 70s
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chronicling their heartbreaking attempts to reach their highest ambitions michael
davenport dreams of being a poet after returning home from world war ii europe
and at first he and his new wife lucy enjoy their life together but as the decades
pass and the success of others creates an oppressive fear of failure in both michael
and lucy their once bright future gives way to a life of adultery and isolation with
empathy and grace yates creates a poignant novel of the desires and disasters of a
tragic hopeful couple
Young Hearts Crying 2010-10-27 in the easter parade first published in 1976 we
meet sisters sarah and emily grimes when they are still the children of divorced
parents we observe the sisters over four decades watching them grow into two
very different women sarah is stable and stalwart settling into an unhappy
marriage emily is precocious and independent struggling with one unsatisfactory
love affair after another richard yates s classic novel is about how both women
struggle to overcome their tarnished family s past and how both finally reach for
some semblance of renewal
The Easter Parade 2014-07-29 richard yates who died in 1992 is today ranked by
many readers scholars and critics alongside such titans of modern american fiction
as updike roth irving vonnegut and mailer in this work he offers a spare and
autumnal novel about a new england prep school at once a meditation on the
twilight of youth and an examination of america s entry into world war ii a good
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school tells the stories of william grove the quiet boy who becomes an editor of the
school newspaper jack draper a crippled chemistry teacher and edith stone the
schoolmaster s young daughter who falls in love with most celebrated boy in the
class of 1943
A Good School 2014-07-29 this volume features a collection of short stories by
american novelist richard yates an author who ruthlessly examines the hopes and
disappointments of ordinary people with empathy and humour
The Collected Stories 2008 three classic works including the virtuosic
revolutionary road that exemplify the remarkable gifts of this great american
master it is yates s relentless unflinching investigation of our secret hearts and his
speaking to us in language as clear and honest and unadorned and unsentimental
and uncompromising as his vision that makes him such a great writer richard
russo pulitzer prize winning author of empire falls richard yates s first novel
national book award finalist revolutionary road is the unforgettable portrait of a
marriage built on dreams that tragically never come to fruition in the easter
parade he tells the story of two sisters whose parents divorce overshadows their
entire lives and in the stories in eleven kinds of loneliness we witness men and
women striving for better lives amid discouragement and disillusion
Disturbing the Peace 1975 1950年後半 高度経済成長期のニューヨーク郊外 理想のマイホームと 大企業の一員としての地位を
得ながらも 現実からの逃避と 自由な人生を夢見る若き人びと 常識から逸脱できぬまま 心の声を押し殺すうちに生まれた暗雲が しだいに幸せな家庭にも影
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を落としてゆく 何不自由ない暮らしのなかで 心はなぜか不自由になっていった ふとしたきっかけで崩れてゆく 家族 という名の幻想を描いた物語
Revolutionary Road, The Easter Parade, Eleven Kinds of Loneliness
2009-01-06 now available in ebook for the first time richard yates s
groundbreaking collection of short fiction first published in 1962 a year after
revolutionary road this sublime collection of stories seems even more powerful
today out of the lives of manhattan office workers a cab driver seeking immortality
frustrated would be novelists suburban men and their yearning neglected women
richard yates creates a haunting mosaic of the 1950s the era when the american
dream was finally coming true and just beginning to ring a little hollow in eleven
kinds of loneliness you ll discover some of the most influential and sharply
observed short fiction of the 20th century and find out why richard yates was a
true american master
家族の終わりに 2008-04-20 richard yates has been referred to as america s least known
great writer today yates is known primarily for the novel revolutionary road
considered by many critics as the greatest american novel of the second half of the
twentieth century this critical study examines the life and work of yates by placing
his body of work in both cultural and personal context topics covered include the
writing of his major novels homosexuality his role as a critic and his relationship
with hollywood this text divulges new details about his life and offers a thorough
analysis of unpublished materials from the richard yates archives at boston
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university
Eleven Kinds of Loneliness 2014-07-29 evan shepard is a young man with a
chequered past when he first meets the drakes after his car breaks down outside
their house behind him he has a troubled adolescence a failed marriage and a little
daughter but his meeting with the quiet and beautiful rachel heralds a new start
however after their swift marriage things don t work out quite as planned and the
stresses of living with rachel s family in their shared house in cold spring harbor
begin to take their toll on the new couple
Richard Yates Up Close 2011-12-22 twayne s united states authors english
authors and world authors series present concise critical introductions to great
writers and their works devoted to critical interpretation and discussion of an
author s work each study takes account of major literary trends and important
scholarly contributions and provides new critical insights with an original point of
view an authors series volume addresses readers ranging from advanced high
school students to university professors the book suggests to the informed reader
new ways of considering a writer s work each volume features a critical
interpretive study and explication of the author s works a brief biography of the
author an accessible chronology outlining the life the work and relevant historical
context aids for further study complete notes and references a selected annotated
bibliography and an index a readable style presented in a manageable length
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Cold Spring Harbor 2010-12-23 national book award finalist frank and april
wheeler are a bright beautiful talented couple in the 1950s whose perfect
suburban life is about to crumble in this moving and absorbing story the atlantic
monthly from one of the most acclaimed writers of the twentieth century the great
gatsby of my time one of the best books by a member of my generation kurt
vonnegut acclaimed author of slaughterhouse five perhaps frank and april wheeler
married too young and started a family too early maybe frank s job is dull and april
never saw herself as a housewife yet they have always lived on the assumption that
greatness is only just around the corner but now that certainty is about to unravel
with heartbreaking compassion and remorseless clarity richard yates shows how
frank and april mortgage their spiritual birthright betraying not only each other
but their best selves in his introduction to this edition novelist richard ford pays
homage to the lasting influence and enduring power of revolutionary road
Richard Yates 1996 richard yates 1926 1992 has been described as a writer s
writer but has never received the critical attention befitting that designation firmly
rooted in the zeitgeist of 1950s his work remains startlingly relevant addressing
themes of american identity the nature of marriage and relationships between men
and women and what it means to get ahead in a society entranced by a flawed
american dream this collection of new essays is the first to focus on this under
appreciated author it opens up his body of work for a new generation of readers
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and positions yates as a writer of significance in the american tradition
Revolutionary Road 2000-04-25 a detailed study of yates s novels and stories
provided by publisher
Washington State Atlas and Databook 1995-04-01 this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Richard Yates and the Flawed American Dream 2017-09-29 reprint of the
original first published in 1881
Message of His Excellency, Richard Yates, Governor of Illinois, to the General
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Assembly, Jan. 2, 1865 1865 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Dismembering the American Dream 2014-08-30 when boarding school fiction
became popular in the 19th century it tended to be warm and nostalgic filled with
sporting events practical jokes and schemes to get even with campus bullies all of
that changed in the era discussed in this book holden caulfield the narrator of j d
salinger s the catcher in the rye drops out of one prep school and is expelled from
two others the conflicts between students in john knowles s devon school novels
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become so heated that two young men die and in the controversial novel good
times bad times james kirkwood portrays the headmaster of a private academy as
closeted deeply neurotic and infatuated with an 18 year old who has recently
enrolled at his school in spite of their unsettling images of anguish and cruelty
these and other american boarding school novels have attracted large audiences
and influenced countless school narratives in fiction drama television and film
many books have been written about british school stories this is the first study
that explores the history of boarding school fiction in the united states
The Basis of National Welfare, Considered in Reference Chiefly to the Prosperity of
Britain, and Safety of the Church of England [Microform] 2015-12-04 winner of the
2023 emily toth award for best single work in women s studies all electric
narratives is the first in depth study of time saving electrical appliances in
american literature it examines the literary depiction of refrigerators vacuum
cleaners oven ranges washing machines dryers dishwashers toasters blenders
standing and hand held mixers and microwave ovens between 1945 when the all
electric home came to be associated with the nation s hard won victory and 2020
as contemporary writers consider the enduring material and spiritual effects of
these objects in the 21st century the appropriation and subversion of the rhetoric
of domestic electrification and time saving comprises a crucial but overlooked
element in 20th century literary forms and genres including beat literature black
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american literature second wave feminist fiction science fiction and postmodernist
fiction through close readings of dozens of literary texts alongside print and
television ads from this period dini shows how u s writers have unearthed the
paradoxes inherent to claims of appliances capacity to give back time to their user
transport them into a technologically progressive future or return them to some
pastoral past in so doing she reveals literary appliances role in raising questions
about gender norms and sexuality racial exclusion and erasure class anxieties the
ramifications of mechanization the perils and possibilities of conformity the
limitations of patriotism and the inevitable fallacy of utopian thinking while both
shaping and radically disrupting the literary forms in which they operated
The Life and Public Services of Richard Yates, the War Governor of Illinois.
A Lecture Delivered in the Hall of the House of Representatives,
Springfield, Illinois, Tuesday Evening, March 1st, 1881 2024-04-30 この世で最も素晴
らしい幸福とは短い幸福であるということが ビョーン ハンセンには心の底でわかっていた ノルウェイ文学界の最も刺激的な作家ソールスター 巧妙なストー
リーテリング 型破りな展開 オリジナリティ際だつその小説世界を村上春樹が初めて日本に紹介する
Sussex Archaeological Collections Relating to the History and Antiquities
of the County 1883 brings to life the drama of political intrigue and military valor
of the ewing family
The Deseret Weekly 1892 this sweeping survey constitutes the first comprehensive
treatment of the men and women who have been chosen to represent illinois in the
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united states senate from 1818 to the present day david kenney and robert e
hartley underscore nearly two centuries of illinois history with these biographical
and political portraits compiling an incomparably rich resource for students
scholars teachers journalists historians politicians and any illinoisan interested in
the state s senatorial heritage originally published as an uncertain tradition u s
senators from illinois 1818 2003 this second edition brings readers up to date with
new material on paul simon richard durbin and peter fitzgerald as well as
completely new sections on roland burris barack obama and illinois s newest
senator mark kirk this fresh and careful study of the shifting set of political issues
illinois s senators encountered over time is illuminated by the lives of participants
in the politics of choice and service in the senate kenney and hartley offer incisive
commentary on the quality of senate service in each case as well as timeline
graphs relating to the succession of individuals in each of the two sequences of
service the geographical distribution of senators within the state and the variations
in party voting for senate candidates rigorously documented and supremely
readable this convenient reference volume is enhanced by portraits of many of the
senators
[Speeches and Governor's Messages, 1851-72 2015-09-07 throughout the civil
war soldiers and civilians on both sides of the conflict saw the hand of god in the
terrible events of the day but the standard narratives of the period pay scant
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attention to religion now in god s almost chosen peoples lincoln prize winning
historian george c rable offers a groundbreaking account of how americans of all
political and religious persuasions used faith to interpret the course of the war
examining a wide range of published and unpublished documents including
sermons official statements from various churches denominational papers and
periodicals and letters diaries and newspaper articles rable illuminates the broad
role of religion during the civil war giving attention to often neglected groups such
as mormons catholics blacks and people from the trans mississippi region the book
underscores religion s presence in the everyday lives of americans north and south
struggling to understand the meaning of the conflict from the tragedy of individual
death to victory and defeat in battle and even the ultimate outcome of the war
rable shows that themes of providence sin and judgment pervaded both public and
private writings about the conflict perhaps most important this volume the only
comprehensive religious history of the war highlights the resilience of religious
faith in the face of political and military storms the likes of which americans had
never before endured
American Boarding School Fiction, 1928äóñ1981 2014-08-01 this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
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will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant
“All-Electric” Narratives 2021-10-07 since 1988 hundreds of thousands of
evangelical christians have migrated to the united states of america from former
soviet union countries establishing many russian speaking immigrant
congregations across the country this study analyzes how these immigrant
churches function in their new cultural social and religious context dr vyacheslav
tsvirinko a russian who lived in the usa for over twenty five years examines the
holism authenticity and contextuality of the mission work done by churches in the
pacific coast slavic baptist association pcsba in america he defines authentic
mission in light of three major christian groups the world council of churches the
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lausanne movement and anabaptists and uncovers startling insights on how pcsba
churches engage in mission both back in their homeland and in the usa the
findings and conclusions of this work are invaluable to diasporic christian
communities who wish to address their authenticity in the way they do mission
both internationally and in their local context creating a path to more fruitful
gospel and kingdom work
Washington State Atlas 1985 ramold disputes the old argument that citizen
soldiers in the union army differed little from civilians he shows how a chasm of
mutual distrust grew between soldiers and civilians during four years of fighting
that led many democratic soldiers to build the groundwork for the postwar
republican party filled with gripping anecdotes this book makes for fascinating
reading scott reynolds nelson college of william mary union soldiers left home in
1861 with expectations that the conflict would be short the purpose of the war was
clear and public support back home was universal as the war continued however
union soldiers noticed growing disparities between their own expectations and
those of their families at home with growing concern and alarm instead of support
for the war an extensive and oft violent anti war movement emerged in this first
study of the gulf between union soldiers and northern civilians steven j ramold
reveals the wide array of factors that prevented the union army and the civilians
on whose behalf they were fighting from becoming a united front during the civil
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war in across the divide ramold illustrates how the divided spheres of civil war
experience created social and political conflict far removed from the better known
battlefields of the war steven j ramold associate professor of american history at
eastern michigan university is the author of two previous books slaves sailors
citizens african americans in the union navy and baring the iron hand discipline in
the union army he and his wife reside in ypsilanti michigan
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